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SRA HOLDS MDDC SUMMIT

MDDC Summit participants proudly pose with Hon. Guest Speaker Senator
Cynthia Villar who is a staunch supporter of the SIDA Law.

The Sugar Regulatory Administration held its Mill District
Development Council Summit on July 25-26, 2017 at the
Nature’s Village Resort in Talisay City, Negros Occidental.
The event was a resounding success based on the
attendance of participating MDDCs which include: Capiz,
Binalbagan (Isabela), First Farmers, Southern Negros, BaisUrsumco, Victorias, Ma-ao, Bukidnon, Pensumil (Bicol),
Balayan, Don Pedro, Pampanga, Tarlac, Carsumco, Iloilo,
Ormoc (Kananga), Lopez, Silay-EB Magalona, Davao,
Cotabato and San Carlos.
SRA Adm. Anna Rosario Paner gave the Opening Remarks
who expressed her elation with the present number of
MDDCs which boasts of more than 100 representatives.
She commended its commitment to be partners of the
government. She also cited that the MDDCs are a pivotal
player in the sugar industry and are frontrunners in the
implementation of the Sugar Industry Development Act or
SIDA.
Adm. Paner pointed out the definitive goals of the summit
which are: 1) review of roles and accomplishments of the
MDDC; 2) survey of the current state of the MDDCs to
implement the SIDA; and 3) defining the way forward. The
SRA head reiterated that through the summit, there would
be shared dialogue and renewed commitment among the
participants because at this stage, it is imperative for the
industry to stand as one.

Board Member Roland
Beltran introduced the day’s
special guest speaker: Hon.
Sen. Cynthia Villar
(Chairperson, Senate
Committee on Agriculture
and Food) who authored the
SIDA Law. She expressed
her strong support and
congratulations to the sugar
industry and its
Senator Cynthia Villar
stakeholders, saying that it openly salutes SRA for
would last mainly because
fighting and taking care of
the whole sugarcane industry
it is unfazed by the
all these times.
pressing challenges of the
times and just continues
fighting the odds. Sen. Villar averred, “When I wrote the
SIDA Law, I ensured that I identified where the funds will go.
It’s vital. When you’ve identified your projects, spend wisely.
What we have, we’ve to use well to prepare for any
eventuality. Whatever support we get from the government,
let’s use it well to become more competitive. Don’t wait for
the day when sugar will become the next tobacco.”

Atty. Ignacio Santillana, OIC-Manager III, RDE-Visayas
served as the first presenter as he tackled the topic “MDDCs
through the Years” which zeroed in on its creation,
(Continued on p. 2)
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accomplishments and future direction. In the course of the
discussion, participants learned some important policies
regarding the MDDCs.
Next to take the floor was Ms. Rosemarie Gumera,
Manager III, Planning and Policy Department whose
presentation revolved on “Redefining the Roles of MDDCs
Based on the SIDA, Sugarcane Road Map 2020 and
Sugarcane Industry Strategy.”
Based on the SIDA, the MDDC has multiple roles:
In Farm Support Program (RA 10659, Sec. 4B): a) MDDC
as beneficiary to socialized credit, technical and
professional services; b) MDDC soils laboratory is provided
with funding support for upgrading its facilities; c) as
recipient of prototype and production support machineries
like cutters, loaders, etc.
In Human Resource Development (RA 10659, Sec.6, SRA
Scholarship Guidelines): a) MDDC endorses to SRA
applicants of the scholarship program implemented by
CHED and TESDA; b) MDDC as host/provider of skilled
trainings through its TESDA-accredited training centers.
In Extension Services (RA 10659, Sec. 6): a) MDDC as
provider of technical assistance and advice; b) MDDC as
partner in the conduct of tests, propagation and
dissemination of HYV’s; c) MDDC as operator of
demonstration farms; d) MDDC as lead in the formulation
of the mill district development plan.
In Infrastructure Program (RA 10659, Sec. 7, SRA FMR
Guidelines): a) MDDC identifies and endorses priority
infrastructure projects to SRA for submission to DBM,
DPWH, NIA, etc.; assists in convincing landowners for the
grant of right-of-ways on farm-to-mill road projects; b)
MDDC as focal point in the development of Infrastructure,
Master Plan, Road Network Map and Irrigation/Drainage
Highway for the sugarcane mill district.
As for the Sugarcane Road Map 2020, the roles of the
MDDC are: a) as enabler of a well-managed sugarcane
milling district; b) as key development partner of extension
services.
Meanwhile, for the Sugarcane DRRMP 2017-2022, the
roles of the MDDC are: a) as proponent of control agents
and identifies infested plantations; b) as lead in the creation
of a mill district response team in collaboration with the
local DRRM committee; c) as lead in the preparation of
damage assessments; d) as participant in the formulation
of a business continuity plan in the mill district; e) as major
player in providing assistance to calamity-stricken mill
districts through the “twinning approach” (when an MDDC

suffered from calamity, the nearest MDDC that is stable
should help the one in need).
After this, select MDDC Chairmen made presentations on
their respective mill districts’ performance and
accomplishments that include former SRA Administrator
Regina Martin (Hawaiian Philippines Company) and Mr.
Ferdinand Gayoles (Ma-ao).
As a culminating activity for the first day of the summit, a
workshop was staged in which the plenary was divided into
four. The objectives of such activity were: 1) to identify the
desired role of the MDDC in the implementation of SIDAmandated programs in particular and the sugarcane
industry development in general; 2) to define the
relationship between the MDDC and the government; and
3) to identify necessary government interventions to
capacitate the MDDC. The event’s lead facilitator, Prof.
Michael Eric Castillo of the University of the Philippines
announced that they would review the result of the
workshop and report it the next day.
On the second day of the summit, the program officially
started with Board Member Hermenegildo Serafica’s formal
introduction of the day’s
distinguished guest--Hon. Alfredo “Albee”
Benitez, Negros
Occidental 3rd District
Representative.
In his address, the
amiable and dynamic
public servant
Hon. Alfredo “Albee” Benitez,
announced that he is
allocating at least Php Negros Occidental 3rd District
Representative expresses his
1.6 B to SRA for its
strong support to the sugarcane
Farm-to-Mill-Road
industry.
projects. He also
expressed confidence
that the sugarcane industry can survive even without the
fluctuation of sugar prices. To compare it with the tobacco
industry is incorrect because the former is more resilient. It
can produce other products.
“I believe that the sugarcane industry can overcome the
challenge. The SIDA Law is a perfect medium to address
this. Rest assured that when budget deliberation in 2018
comes, we will make sure that it will be properly
allocated,” Rep. Benitez said.
The participants undergone two more workshops namely,
“Enhancing Strengths, Addressing Weaknesses, Capturing
Opportunities, and Overcoming Challenges” and “Forging
Consensus.”
(Continued on p. 3 )
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SRA Regulates Importation of HFCS
The first half of the year was a challenging period for the
Sugar Regulatory Administration. The biggest issue that
confronted the agency, specially its Regulation Department
was the importation on HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP
(HFCS) which greatly affected the sugar industry.
Due to this, mill withdrawals were reportedly slow at
1,766,492 MT compared to the same period last year which
was at 2,163,170 MT. This development truly affected mill
site price. From the “B” sugar price of Php 1,792.00 at the
start of CY 2016-2017, it went down to Php 1,385.64 as of
June 30, 2017. During the same period last year, mill site
price was at Php 1,645.00.
Since this commodity is not regulated, the said importation
has been killing the sugar industry resulting to various pleas,
campaigns and manifestation of assistance for its protection.
As a result of this importation, SRA acted on the call to
regulate the said importation through the issuance of Sugar
Order (SO) # 3 and 3-A Series of 2016-2017. A case was
filed at the Regional Trial Court, Quezon City challenging the
(SRA Holds MDDC Summit . . from p.2)

In the plenary presentation of some select groups, some of
the factors that figured prominently under “Strengths” are: 1)
only one group in the district; 2) active officers; 3) unified
support; 4) duly registered; and 5) implemented SRAassisted projects. As for the “Weaknesses”, one factor that
stood out was the need for more financial resources to
implement the project. For the “Opportunities”, these factors
were strongly cited: 1) MDDCs are now involved directly in
the goal and direction-setting stage; and 2) existence of
SIDA grant to finance the development projects. Lastly, for
the “Challenges”, two factors strongly cited were: 1)
conversion of agricultural land area to real estate
development; and 2) declining supply of hard labor.
Prof. Castillo, the event’s lead facilitator reported on the
results of the workshop. For the role of the MDDCs, the
following answers figured out prominently: 1) partner of
government for change; 2) conduit for project government
implementation and farming technology and Extension
projects; 3) generator of ideas; 4) project implementer; 5)
service/support provider; 6) acceptance/monitoring of SIDA
project implementation; 7) coordinator of mill district
operation; and 8) certifying bodies for project acceptance.
When it comes to the manner of MDDC creation, the
following answers surfaced: 1) must be SRA-accredited; 2)
created by SRA mandate; and 3) it’s voluntary in the initial

validity of the said SO but was eventually dismissed.
Primarily, the said SO was issued not to put a stop to the
importation of HFCS importation but for its regulation. Based
on the Sugar Order, an importer or consignee of imported
HFCS must be an international trader duly-registered with
the SRA at the time of the application of clearance for
release.
For the release of imported HFCS and chemically pure
fructose, applicants must submit to the Regulation
Department various requirements, which must all be
complied with, before the application can be accepted for
processing.
The Sugar Order also provides that the clearance for the
release shall indicate the classification of the fructose as
either “B” for domestic market, “C” for reserved, and “D” for
world market.
At present, there have already been 141 clearances issued
to twenty four (24) importers of HFCS with the highest
volume of importation coming from Coca Cola Femsa
Philippines. Total volume of HFCS imported with SRA
clearance since March is 33,424.95 MT.- Mafi Ramos
stage. Cited as common elements in the MDDC structure are
mill representatives and planters’ associations.
As for the government’s funding support to the MDDCs, the
following issues surfaced: a) has it arrived?; b) what’s the
reason for the delay?; c) government funding provided is
insufficient; and d) funding in MDDC’s specific programs
should be released as scheduled.
In the issue as to the MDDCs being regulated or
autonomous, several points got highlighted like, if it’s
autonomous, it should still be with respect to internal
management/governance and the operations ought to be
centered on the prioritization of projects. Meanwhile, if it’s
regulated, it should be on a per project basis only (limited
project implementation), subject to evaluation by the SRA,
supervised as to SRA-funded projects and guided but not
totally controlled.
Before the two-day summit officially came to a close, Adm.
Paner and the MDDC heads conducted an executive
meeting and came up with a “Partnership and Cooperation
Commitment.” Because of the event’s huge success, it was
decided that it would be an annual function of the agency to
the delight of the participants. After the distribution of the
Certificates of Participation, everybody enjoyed photo
opportunities with Adm. Paner.--- Joseph Peter R. Gonzales
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Cagayan Native is 2017 Gawad Saka Winner as
Outstanding Sugarcane Farmer
Definitely, the Gawad Saka Awards is one event in the field of agriculture and fisheries, which is being
looked forward to every year. It is a prestigious search that honours the best in various categories where
sugarcane falls under. Past winners proved to be the ―cream of the crop‖ that were able to obtain high
production amidst pressing challenges through hard work, determination, focus and positivism.
And for this year, after meticulous deliberations, the verdict is out. Among the six able nominees for the
distinct recognition as Gawad Saka 2017’s Most Outstanding Sugarcane Farmer, Mr. Richard B.
Biraquit of Piat, Cagayan triumphed and
romped off with the title. His life and rise as
a sugarcane farmer is truly an inspiring tale
and is worth emulating.
Described by his constituents as a man of
perseverance and action, Mr. Biraquit
believes that great works are performed not
by strength but by perseverance. True
enough, his perseverance and confidence in
the great potential that sugarcane farming
has to offer encouraged him to pursue this
endeavour in 2008.
He has been in the sugarcane farming
industry for nine years already and could
Mr. Richard Biraquit’s success is a product of his perseverance,
attest
that this is a very profitable enterprise.
hardwork and motivation.
Believing that there is no such thing as
overnight success, he refused to be discouraged by the difficulties he experienced in his sugarcane
farming activities. Instead, these difficulties fuelled his motivation and determination as he adopted the
appropriate technology and practices in order to produce high yields.
Through close supervision of the farm operations, he obtained high yields. For the record, Richard
attained a dramatic average yield
FARMING INNOVATION AND
production of 84.96 TC/ha., which is
MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
199.81% higher than the mill district
average of 42.52 TC/ha., and 155.49%
higher than the national average of
54.64 TC/ha.
Apart from being an exemplary
farmer, the 2017 Gawad Saka
Outstanding Sugarcane Farmer also
dabbles in public service. At present,
he is the Barangay Captain of Sto.
Domingo, Piat, Cagayan, who shares
his wisdom for the overall
empowerment of the barangay and his
community.— Evelyn Estanislao
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Schedule of OPSI Trainings for the 2016 SIDA Block Farm Project Members
MILL DISTRICT

CARSUMCO

TARLAC

PAMPANGA

DON PEDRO

BALAYAN

PENSUMIL

BUKIDNON

DAVAO

COTABATO

NAME OF BLOCK FARM

LOCATION

San Vicente Block Farm

San Vicente, Tuao, Cagayan

United Small Sugarcane Planters
Cooperative

Sto. Domingo,Piat, Cagayan

Sampaguita Farmers Marketing
Cooperative

Sitio Divisoria, Sampaguita,
Solana, Cagayan

Maunlad Sugar Planters Assn.

Maasin, Pura, Tarlac

DATE OF OPSI

NO. OF
PARTICIPANTS

AUGUST 22-23,
2017

44

AUGUST 24-25,
2017

44
35

JULY 13-14, 2017

41

40

June Block Farm 2015

Batangbatang, Victoria, Tarlac

Guiteb Ramos Planters
Association

Guiteb, Ramos, Tarlac

JULY 11-12, 2017

SAPA Pampanga Farmers
Association

San Antonio, Arayat, Pampanga

JULY 20-21, 2017

Maliwalu Balik Barangay Farmers
Association INC.

Maliwalu, Bacolor, Pampanga

JULY 18-19, 2017

43

Bgy. Urdaneta Sugarcane Planters
Bgy. Urdaneta, Magallanes Cavite
Assn.

AUGUST 3-4,
2017

30

Saluysoy Farmers Association

Kapito, Lian, Batangas

AUGUST 1-2,
2017

29

BISMPC

Makina, Calaca, Batangas

AUGUST 8-9,
2017

37

Samahan ng Magtutubo sa Pooc
Ibaba

Brgy.Pooc, Balayan, Batangas

AUGUST 10-11,
2017

22

Guinaban MPC

Guinaban, Ocampo, Camarines
Sur

AUGUST 8-9,
2017

35

Tinangis Upland Farmers
Consumers Cooperative

Tinangis, Pili, Camarines, Sur

AUGUST 10-11,
2017

35

Sakampu CBFM farm

Purok 7, Butong, Quezon
Bukidnon

AUGUST 2-3,
2017

35

AUGUST 1-2,
2017

36

AUGUST 3-4,
2017

35

Silangan Escano Workers
Cooperative

Butong, Quezon, Bukidnon

Kiburiao Small Farmers
Organization

Kiburiao, Quezon, Bukidnon

Bayanihan Millenium Multi
Purpose Cooperative

Pigtauranan, Pangantucan,
Bukidnon

Bershiba Agrarian Reform
Community Coop.

Bershiba, Kitaotao, Bukidnon

Lasang BF

Sinangguyan, Don Carlos,
Bukidnon

Bgy. Mahayahay BF project

Mahayahay, Hagonoy, Davao del
Sur

Manual, Kiblawan Block Farm

Brgy. Manual, Kiblawan, Davao
del Sur

San Jose Matanao Block Farm

San Jose, Matanao, Davao del Sur

Gocotan Sugarcane Planters
Association

Gocotan, Pikit, North Cotabato

MK Sugarcane Planters MPC

Poblacion, Matalam, Cotabato

35
JULY 11-14,2017

21
35

SEPT. 7-8, 2017
September
7-8,
2017

37
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DAVAO MILL DISTRICT CONDUCTS
CAPACITY-BUILDING SEMINARS
Improving and uplifting the lives of the small
sugarcane farmers is one of the objectives of the
Sugarcane Industry Development Act (SIDA).
Proper sugarcane technology should be taught to
them so that they could produce high income with
minimal cost of production. That is why the Sugar
Regulatory Administration (SRA) conducts
Capacity Building seminars to potential Block
Farm members of the Davao Mill District so that
they could apply the proper sugarcane production
and technology and correct their old practices that
hinder them from obtaining high production.
Beneficiaries of the program were the small
planters of Brgy. Mahayahay, Digos City, Davao
del Sur; Brgy. Ihan, Kiblawan, Davao del Sur; and
Brgy. Panaglib, Kiblawan, Davao del Sur. The
second tranche was conducted last August 29-31,
2017 while the third one was on September 27-29,
2017. Highlights of the program include the
proper technology in sugarcane production. Every
Capacity Building seminar conducted emphasized
the importance of organizing the small planters
into Block Farm, that is why the small planters
were eager to organize by electing their set of
officers.
The Davao MDDC pledged to help those newly
organized Block Farms in
Name of
their application to either
Organization
Department of Labor of
Employment, Security and
Exchange Commission or
Date Organized
Department of Social
Set of Officers
Welfare and Development
Chairman
with the close coordination
Vice Chairman
of the Technical Officers or
Secretary
Agriculturists of the Sugar
Treasurer
Regulatory Administration
in the Davao Mill District.– Auditor
Edgar Aclao

Capacity Building seminar at Brgy. Panaglib,
Kiblawan, Davao del Sur (September 29, 2017)

Capacity Building seminar at Brgy. Ihan, Kiblawan,
Davao del Sur (September 28, 2017).

Capacity Building seminar at Brgy. Mahayahay, Digos
City, Davao del Sur (September 27, 2017).

Mahayahay Balabag
Digos City Sugarcane
Blockfarm Farmers
Association

Ihan Kiblawan
Sugarcane Blockfarm
Farmers Association

Panaglib Kiblawan
Sugarcane
Blockfarm Farmers
Association

September 27, 2017

September 28, 2017

September 29, 2017

Guilermo Barredo

Jonathan Quimpo

Eldie Paglinawan

Felix Latonio Jr.

Amelia Embajador

Antonio Ciriaco

Wilma Labajo

Sita Dianga

Emilda Lumactod

Hydie G. Ordaneza

Amabel Talotalo

Elisa Paglinawan

Exuperia Sarael

Melcher Recta

Tito Lumangyao

PIO

Rolito Enero

Elena C. Aperdo

Teresita Lumangyao

Business Manager

Efipania Gonzales

Lorenzo Tampipi &
Erlinda Misola

Menierva Olag
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BUKIDNON MILL DISTRICT RECEIVES
SUGARCANE PRODUCTION
TECHNOLOGY SEMINARS
In Bukidnon, the sugarcane milling production started on
the month of November 2016 and was supposed to end on
the month of May but due to La Niña, the sugarcane milling
extended its operation until July 9, 2017.
On July-September 2017, the BUSCO Sugar Milling
Company Inc. sponsored and organized various Sugarcane
Production Technology Seminars through the effort,
support, and cooperation of the Sugar Regulatory
Administration (SRA) Extension personnel. The conduct of

(HYV) and introduce the programs and services offered by
SRA like free soil sampling, SRA scholarship, block
farming, and the proposed nursery.
Indeed, the seminar became a success because of the
undying support of the BUSCO Sugar Milling Company
Inc. together with the Sugar Regulatory Administration and
the burning passion and interest of its members. The
seminar has served its purpose to its members that in turn is
a great fulfillment to BUSCO and SRA.

The seminar was participatory and interactive.

SIDA OPSI FOR BUKIDNON BLOCK FARMS
seminars was a success and indeed a productive one.
Seven (7) barangays were chosen to participate and listen to
the prepared topics of the different speakers. It was
participated in by more than one hundred seventy-three
(173) farmers. The topics discussed were ―Land
Preparation‖, ―Cultivation and Weeding‖, ―Soil Sampling
and Liming and Fertilization‖, and ―Harvesting and
Ratooning.‖ The SRA Extension personnel gave, discussed
and explained the different topics.
The BUSCO Sugar Milling Company Inc. and SRA were
motivated and inspired to conduct such seminar because
they wanted to help and stir awareness on its members
especially the farmers. The seminar aimed to educate
farmers about the new technology being used as well as the

Seminar participants proudly pose with SRA’s OPSI team
for a photo op.
The Outreach Program of the Sugar Industry (OPSI)
seminar held last August 1-4, 2017 was another success for
the Sugar Regulatory Administration through the effort of
Ms. Evelyn Estanislao, Block Farm Coordinator for Luzon
& Mindanao, Mr. Joel Ronario, Tarlac MDO together with
Mr. Alan Buque, Bukidnon MDO. The six SRA initiated
block farms namely the BARCC, SAKAMPU, SEWOMAS,
LSPA, BMMPC, and KISFO joined the seminar that totaled
to 131 participants.
Under the SIDA Block Farm project, aggressive members
are given farm management seminars on sugarcane
production. The aim is to re-echo the improved sugarcane
technology and other sugar-related information to other
farmer-members.

Participants were attentive to the speakers, a proof of their
interest to the seminar.
proper ways and techniques in farming. Also, to promote the
new varieties particularly the High Yielding Varieties

During the seminar, the participants were updated on the
current situation of the sugarcane industry while the
different interventions under SIDA were further discussed
(Continued on p. 8)
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A second Special Training for
Employment Program (STEP)
was held at the Pampanga Mill
District last July 10 to August 19,
2017. This time, a total of 11
participants underwent
Automotive Servicing NC II
training that was conducted in
Brgy. Maliwalu, Bacolor,
Pampanga.
The participants in the said
training are block farm members,
sugarcane workers, and
dependents of Maliwalu Balik
Barangay Farmers Association,
one of the beneficiaries of the
block farming program.

TESDA trainees in Pampanga Mill District together with Engr. Francis Hernandez
(3rd from right) pose for a photo op during their training on Automotive Servicing
NC II.

This scholarship program is part
of the Sugar Regulatory
Administration’s (SRA) effort, in
partnership with the Technical Education and Skills
Development Authority (TESDA), to capacitate sugarcane
industry workers and dependents, both in the economic and
professional aspect.—Zyrus Montiel

(SIDA OPSI for Bukidnon . . from p.7)

especially on the provision of farm tractors/equipment and fertilizers.
In return, the block farm leaders/managers were asked to present the
status of their organization, the manpower, financial capability to
handle and sustain the different projects under SIDA.

A Milestone for SRA and TESDA
September 19, 2017 proved to be a red-letter day for the Bukidnon
Mill District as key officials of the Sugar Regulatory Administration
personally congratulated its maiden batch of graduates from among
the SRA-TESDA scholars.
This is indeed a milestone and a celebration of a successful
partnership between the two agencies as they work toward one noble
goal: to uplift the lives of sugarcane farmers by providing education
to their children whom they can’t afford to send to school.
Through the SRA-TESDA Scholarship Program, willing and able
students will be given a chance to study and make a difference in
their future lives. In order to qualify for said scholarship though, the
applicant ought to be a labourer/worker in the sugarcane industry.
— Alan Buque

